Improving Health, Safety, and Profits in Extended Hours Operations (Shiftwork)
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Abstract: Circadian Technologies, Inc. (CIRCADIAN) is an international consulting firm that for over 20 yr has helped employees better cope with shiftwork, while ensuring their employers reduce costs and maximize profits. This paper describes two of the methods employed to reduce accidents, absenteeism, and turnover, while improving morale and productivity in extended hour operations (shiftwork). Shiftworkers rarely receive on-the-job training to help them cope better with the rigors of working nights, evenings, and early mornings. A pre- and post-training study by CIRCADIAN demonstrated improvements in health and fatigue indices, and an increase in daytime sleep length. Companies who provide shiftwork lifestyle training also have lower rates of absenteeism and turnover compared to companies that do not provide training. The second intervention described in this paper is a novel method of shift scheduling. There are thousands of potential schedules, so how does a company choose the best schedule for their facility? The answer lies in allowing employees to be involved in the process of selection. This results in a workforce that experiences less fatigue, turnover and absenteeism, and higher morale.
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Introduction

CIRCADIAN is a spin-off from Harvard Medical School—one of the premier medical research institutes in the United States. The founder of the company, Dr. Martin Moore-Ede, who was working at the University, was approached by a mining company whose shift schedule was so poorly designed that accidents were commonplace occurrences. Realizing the need for this service, Dr. Moore-Ede formed CIRCADIAN, and twenty years later, CIRCADIAN has worked with hundreds of the largest companies in the U.S. and worldwide, positively affecting the lives of many hundreds of thousands of extended hours employees.

Recently, CIRCADIAN put a price on the cost of extended hours operations in the United States. Five key cost areas were identified that are often not optimized in shiftwork operations: productivity, turnover, absenteeism, accidents and health care costs. Based on data collected by CIRCADIAN1, and information from academic and other sources, the excess cost of non-optimized extended hours operations in the U.S. is approximated at $206 billion per year, or approximately $8,600 per shiftworker per year (based on 24 million shiftworkers). Clearly there is a business case to improve and optimize shiftwork operations in the U.S. and worldwide. CIRCADIAN’s most popular products include helping managers determine their opportunity to assist their company reduce its costs, risk and liabilities of managing extended hours operations, working with managers and employees to assess staffing levels and implement new work schedules, training for extended hours managers and employees to help them manage and cope better, and health screening.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Training Employees

Shiftworkers face considerable challenges compared to their day-working counterparts. Family and social life can suffer2–5 and health can also be affected if not properly managed6,7. Shiftwork has been associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease8,9 gastrointestinal disorders10, obesity7, diabetes11 and obstructive sleep apnea12. Sleep quality and quantity is often lower for those working at night, or starting early in the morning13,14. The increased prevalence of health problems often results in an increased use of medication15.

These issues clearly affect the employee, but the employer can also incur extra costs as a result of increased absenteeism, turnover, medical care, safety incidents and production errors. While all of these challenges can be effectively managed, the techniques that an employee can use to help mitigate shiftwork problems are not obvious, and unlike other skills, cannot be “picked up on the job”. Unfortunately, as illustrated in Table 1, a recent survey found that the vast majority of shiftwork facilities in the U.S. reported that they offer no form of shift work lifestyle training for their shiftworkers1. Equally, only one in 20 facilities involve the families of the shiftworker in any training that they do provide. Involving families can be a very effective tool, as it provides them with an understanding of the employee’s need for sleep, proper nutrition, and how best to organize household chores and family activities around a shiftworker’s schedule. Indeed, shiftwork affects the entire family, not just the shiftworker. Involving the family not only helps to provide support and re-enforcement in the home, but also maximizes the training’s long-term value.

Employee Benefits

The impact and value of lifestyle education and training for extended hours employees has long been a subject for discussion16. Recently, a joint study by CIRCADIAN and a major surface mining company found a positive impact on a group of heavy equipment operators who were provided training on “Managing A Shiftwork Lifestyle” at one of the mine sites. This impact was not just limited to areas of sleep, but also demonstrated improvement in overall health indicators.

The “Managing a Shiftwork Lifestyle” program was designed to assist extended hours employees in coping with the special issues associated with working long, irregular, or night and evening shifts. A training session consists of small groups of employees (between 10 and 50) and is conducted by an expert trainer, and in this instance included participation of spouses or partners. The training is conducted in a single session, lasting about four hours. The content includes practical information on health and safety including special considerations for a safe and healthy shiftworker diet, managing fatigue and alertness levels, how to get better sleep, tips for using naps effectively, and balancing work and home life. The sessions are participatory so that individuals are able to identify particular problem areas, and share tips with each other.

The sessions tend to have the most impact when spouses or partners are invited, as shift work affects the whole family. Equally, the sessions are most successful when they are conducted during company time, rather than being voluntary outside of work time. The training can be less effective when the popular opinion is that the current shift schedules are not working well, or there are other employee, management, or labor organization issues. In this case, employees may feel that the training is being thrust upon them without fixing other causes of dissatisfaction.

Methods

The study began with the collection of sleep/wake/activity data from operators at the mine, who volunteered to fill out sleep/wake logs for a 28-d shift cycle. These operators, plus an additional three who did not collect sleep/wake/activity data, completed a diagnostic survey about their sleep habits, lifestyle, family/home life, fatigue, alertness, health and safety to establish a pre-implementation baseline. After this initial data collection, the operators and their spouses/partners then attended the “Managing A Shiftwork Lifestyle” training workshop. The course was not designed to be prescriptive, but rather to provide factual information on the solutions to the special challenges of shiftwork. Approximately six weeks following the training session, 74% of the original operators filled out an additional month of sleep/wake logs and 68% of the original group completed a post-implementation survey. The pre- and post-implementation data were then compared to determine the net impact of the training.

### Table 1. Shiftwork lifestyle training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Shiftwork Lifestyle Training</th>
<th>% of Facilities (2003)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No training</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for shiftworkers</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for shiftworkers and their families</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion of Key Employee Findings

Although there was no schedule change associated with the training, there were some significant differences between the pre- and post-implementation data with regard to the employees’ perception of the schedule. For example, before the training, 41% found it “very” or “often” difficult to fulfill domestic responsibilities; after the training, only 23% felt that way. This can often be attributed to a generally better overall management of work and family balance following the training. Similarly, 46% reported difficulty finding adequate time for entertainment and recreational activities prior to the training, compared to only 23% after the training. It is also striking that in the post-implementation survey, 77% felt that their overall health would improve with a different schedule, as compared to 59% in the pre-implementation survey. This could be the result of better understanding of how their own personal circadian rhythms are impacted by their current schedule, coupled with the knowledge of how different schedule configurations might be easier for them to work.

Included in the survey were a series of scientifically validated instruments to evaluate health status, such as sleepiness index, gastrointestinal index, and sleep disorder questionnaire. The post-implementation improvement in the gastrointestinal index was quite dramatic, dropping from a score of 17.9 to 13.6, versus a U.S. shiftwork norm of 12.7[16]. Heartburn, indigestion and other forms of gastrointestinal problems are frequent complaints for shiftworkers, so the significant downward trend from pre-to post-implementation results for this company was favorable. This correlates well with other results from the survey that indicate a high percentage of operators were more aware of good nutrition and were incorporating healthy eating habits into their lifestyle. The reduction in gastrointestinal score potentially represents a significant reduction in medical costs for the company, since a recent study by CIRCADIAN found that employees reporting frequent gastrointestinal problems also report a higher use of medication to treat these problems[18].

Excessive use of caffeine, which is generally defined as drinking more than four 12 oz. servings in a 24-h period, decreased from 24% of employees to 16% during off-duty hours. Even more impressive was the decrease in excessive consumption during the night shifts, from 32% to only 8% of participants drinking 4 or more cups of coffee. This reduction in caffeine use can result in significant improvements in employee health, since CIRCADIAN data showed that a high caffeine use is related with an increased frequency of both gastrointestinal disorders and sleep disorders[18].

One of the more notable results from the sleep/wake/activity logs was a significant increase in average daily sleep length when working nights. The amount of sleep obtained during the daylight hours (when working night shifts) increased a full hour to 5.8 h, as compared to the 4.8 h obtained prior to the training (a 21% increase). This additional daytime sleep when working night shifts is attributed to a better understanding of sleep and sleep management techniques.

This is further reflected by the fact that 67% of those surveyed reported getting more than 5 h of daytime sleep when working night shifts, compared to only 45% prior to the training. This again illustrated a better understanding of sleep and commitment to improve one’s sleep quantity and quality. This is also confirmed by the fact that prior to training, 82% had stayed awake for more than 18 h at some point in the previous week, while after the training only 67% had done so. More than half (54%) indicated making changes in their sleeping environment to further enhance their ability to get to sleep and stay asleep, especially during the daylight hours when they were working the night shifts.

Improved sleep and reduced fatigue directly correlates with improved alertness, safety and performance.

Employee Conclusions and Recommendations

The positive impact of the training was readily apparent in the post-implementation data analysis. Both the employee survey and the sleep/wake/work log analysis confirmed marked improvements resulting from the shiftwork lifestyle training. These results underscore the need to provide training and education for extended hours employees on how to better manage the special issues and challenges they face.

Although training alone is not sufficient for a comprehensive fatigue management program, the results of this study indicate that it can serve as a core element for a strong plan. In the final analysis, the program was very well received by both managers and operators. Employee feedback was that they felt better and were more alert. Operations Managers stated that, “Overall, the program was a very positive breakthrough”.

Employer Benefits

Given the results of this training study, it would also be expected that employer costs would decrease as a result of employee lifestyle training. While data is not yet available
from the test site, results from CIRCadian’s Shiftwork Practices 2004 indicate that this is the case. This survey of 550 managers of extended hours operations addressed questions concerning absenteeism, turnover and the level of shiftwork training provided to employees.

Facilities that provided training to shiftworkers also exhibited lower levels of turnover and absenteeism, as illustrated in Fig. 1. These companies had significantly lower costs as a result of the lower turnover (7.6% vs. 11.4%) which amounts to annual cost savings of $952 per worker. These facilities also had reduced absenteeism (4.8% vs. 6.3%), saving an additional $940 per shiftworker per year. Thus, total savings of $1,892 per employee per year were suggested by this extensive survey. Absenteeism costs are calculated from the additional pay that a replacement worker receives when an employee is absent (presumed to be at an overtime rate). Turnover costs are calculated from the average cost of recruiting, hiring, and training a new employee, as reported by managers of extended hours operations.

Other results from the Shiftwork Practices 2004 survey show that 54% of facilities that provide no training have severe or moderate fatigue issues, compared to 45% of those with training, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Morale also suffers: 38% of facilities with no training have good or excellent morale, compared to 53% of facilities with shiftworker training, and 82% of facilities with training for shiftworkers and their families. Clearly, other savings may also be possible, such as decreased health care costs, safety incident costs and workers’ compensation costs, and increased productivity. The cost of the training ranges between $50 and $150 per employee, depending on the number of employees in each training session. Given the savings in absenteeism, turnover, and other key performance areas, it is clear that the training is extremely cost-effective. As employees are provided with a comprehensive information folder on the training content, the training is potentially effective for many years.

Training Conclusions

The results of both employer and employee analyses clearly indicate that shiftworker lifestyle training provides
measurable benefits for the company, its employees, and their families. In addition to improved alertness levels, health, and quality of life, such training can also reduce accidents, decrease legal liability, and reduce overall operating costs.

**Employee Involvement in Shift Scheduling Significantly Improves Facility Performance**

There are literally thousands of different work schedules in use, but contrary to popular belief, there is no “golden schedule” that surpasses all others\(^{19,20}\). The optimal work schedule for any facility is a balance between operational requirements, employee preferences and lifestyle issues and the human factors considerations that influence safety and employee performance\(^{21-25}\).

This part of the paper demonstrates that extensive employee participation in the schedule selection and change process is critical to the initiative’s success. Employee involvement in schedule redesign, through education, participatory design, and group implementation, considerably increases both financial and performance benefits, compared to schedules changed by management mandate alone\(^{25-30}\).

**The Pros and Cons of Scheduling Processes**

Surveys of facility managers demonstrate that work schedules developed through employee-driven processes (vs. management mandated) can lead to lower levels of absenteeism and turnover, as shown in Fig. 3\(^{11}\). A reduction in absenteeism and turnover by the levels reported in the survey results in average direct cost savings of $1,880 per extended hours employee. Again, absenteeism costs are calculated from the additional pay that a replacement worker receives when an employee is absent (presumed to be at an overtime rate). Turnover costs are calculated from the average cost of recruiting, hiring, and training a new employee, as reported by managers of extended hours operations. Fatigue is also lower in facilities where employees chose the schedule –6.5% of managers in these facilities reported severe fatigue problems, compared to 13% of managers who mandated schedules.

Work schedules should be regularly re-evaluated in order to maximize the productivity and safety of the workers and minimize the operational costs of the facility. The CIRCADIAN Shiftwork Practices Survey 2004 demonstrates that 8% of 24/7 facilities have used their current schedule for less than 1 yr, 23% have used their current schedule for 2 to 5 yr, 25% have used their current schedule for 5–10 yr, while 44% haven’t changed schedules in over 10 yr. Some facilities surveyed revise their schedules every 2–3 yr to adjust to changing business conditions. Others keep the same schedule for 10 yr or more, with a few dating back 50 yr\(^{11}\).

The most frequently reported reasons for redesigning the work schedule in 2001 and 2002 were: \(^{11}\)

- to adjust staffing levels or number of crews (e.g. to permit training time, or to start a new department)
- to accommodate business expansion or contraction that requires changes in the work hours or days in a week (e.g. a move from 5-d to 7-d operations, or, as in the current economic environment, from 7-d to 5-d operations)
- to actively recruit and retain the best employees in the area
- to change from a ‘crisis’ to a ‘proactive’ mode for staffing and scheduling
- when an operational risk assessment shows that the existing schedule is causing excess employee risks (accidents and lost-time injuries, employee turnover, complaints of excessive fatigue)
- when there are significantly higher levels of absenteeism, overtime, or turnover than would be expected for the industry and geographical area
- changing demographics of the workforce (e.g. more younger employees, more women than previously) make the previous schedule no longer suited to employee lifestyle
- employee complaints had reached all time high levels

**Specific Benefits of Employee Involvement**

Employee participation in the process of designing and implementing the new work schedule is just as important as the characteristics of the new work schedule itself\(^{29, 25, 31-33, 35, 36}\).
Studies comparing schedule implementation methods have shown that employee involvement in schedule redesign considerably increases the benefits, compared to schedules changed by management mandate alone\textsuperscript{25–30}, including:

- increased worker satisfaction with schedule design
- decreased unscheduled absences from illness
- maintained teamwork among employees as well as in-role and extra-role performance on individual levels
- decreased physical and psychological circadian malaise and overall tiredness associated with shiftwork
- improved daytime sleep quality
- improved quality of employees’ home and social lives
- decreased turnover and number of vacant positions
- increased organizational commitment
- improved employee understanding of administrative issues involved in management of the facility
- reduced employee complaints

Employee involvement in the scheduling selection process can be critical to preempting unrest and creating strong employee-level support. In unionized facilities, research suggests that the cooperation of trade union members is critical to the success and final support of the chosen schedule\textsuperscript{24}. Each employee affected by the schedule should be equally involved in its design. Although each employee will bring his or her own preferences into the process, individual preferences are stable for periods of 6 months and can be grouped using cluster analysis to extract the significant preferences from the facility as a whole\textsuperscript{34}.

The design of a new schedule should be adapted to the conditions of the particular workplace or operation, and should take into account the local operational needs and specific characteristics of the workforce. As discussed, this can be accomplished by involving both employees and local management in the process. Educating and training of managers and employees about the challenges of shiftwork and how to cope with them, and understanding the basic ergonomic criteria of schedule design will contribute to a better schedule. Finally, the participation of an independent, expert third party has proved to increase the success of the process. The expert third party not only would provide expert advice on ergonomic scheduling criteria, but would have a major role facilitating the process, helping labor and management combine conflicting interests and reaching compromises. CIRCADIAN’s process of helping managers and employees choose the right schedule consists of:

- planning meetings with management to determine what schedules are possible (e.g. what time periods need to be covered, staffing levels, etc.)
- the forming of a task team of management, union member, and employees that will help facilitate the process
- a series of training sessions that educate employees on the pros and cons of different schedules
- a survey to determine which schedule types are most appropriate for the workforce
- a voting on the schedule patterns provided by CIRCADIAN to most likely fulfill the wishes of the workforce
- resolving of pay issues/vacation, and implementation of the new schedule

As indicated above, workplaces that use schedules that were chosen by the employees enjoy lower turnover and absenteeism compared to workplaces where schedules are chosen by management. If only 50 percent of the cost difference associated with the excess turnover and absenteeism ($1,880 \times 50\% = \$940) was realized per employee in the first year alone, a plant with 100 employees would save almost \$100,000. This compounded with the fact that this schedule would not likely have to be reassessed for at least 5 yr results in a considerable return on investment.

\textbf{Shift Scheduling Conclusions}

The success of the work schedule in meeting the goals, maximized productivity and safety of the workers and minimized operational costs and risks of the facility, will depend solely on who choose the work schedule, and how they choose it. Facilities, in which employees are consulted during the scheduling process, experience fewer accidents, improved morale, decreased absenteeism and turnover, and optimized production levels. Employee-driven scheduling processes, in which operational requirements, employee preferences, and physiological factors are optimized, represent the best approach to designing and implementing new shift schedules.

\textbf{Overall Conclusions}

The two examples demonstrate how CIRCADIAN improves the lives of employees, and decreases costs for employers. These two products (training and scheduling) are two of the many fatigue management and cost reduction programs that CIRCADIAN provides.
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